COME TO ROOM 306 AT 3:15 TODAY!

HEAR CELESTE STRACK ON THE STUDENT STRIKE AGAINST WAR!

On April 22 the students of America, led by the American Student Union, will hold their Third Annual Strike Against War. At CCNY every strike has had excellent support, but now the goal must be complete unity in a smashing show of sentiment against war. Why?

Mussolini has struck in Ethiopia--Jap has struck in Mongolia--Hitler has struck on the Rhineland

Thus begins the relentless drive of the world toward war. Although these events may now seem to be but happenings in another world, remember that in 1916 Americans were just as certain as some of us are now that they were insulated against the tragedy of war. Their disillusionment came in 1917 when City College became a barracks.

It is only by action that we can frustrate the aims of those who make war, those who deny us the right to take the Oxford Pledge. They fear that if we do take it they could not so easily herd us like sheep to the slaughter.

The role of the AMERICAN STUDENT UNION is to provide an opportunity for every student who has the intelligence to detest war and the courage to voice this conviction to add his voice to the thousands of others who, on April 22nd will unite in a tremendous demonstration against war.

City College has always taken the lead. City College must again show that it is ready to lead the drive against the heart of reaction and war.

Today, at 3PM, the AMERICAN STUDENT UNION calls on every organization to signify its detestation of war by sending delegates to the conference to prepare the success of the student strike on April 22nd.

See that your club sends a delegate to room 306--Today, silence invites war!

Eventually every man in C.C.N.Y. must join THE AMERICAN STUDENT UNION--every man must be ready to say;

"I will not support the present government of the United States in any war it may undertake."

1917-City College a Barracks
1937-? ? ?

Either a college or a barracks--! CHOOSE: !

C.C.N.Y. STUDENT COUNCIL STRIKE COMMITTEE.